WHAT MAKES
OUR TECHNOLOGY
DIFFERENT?

Proven effective
at reducing odors
in over thirty years
of product and building
applications.
Extremely long lasting
technology without
repeated applications
Dramatically reduces
the growth of germs
on surfaces.

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?
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Applications guard
against surface
degradation caused
by mold, mildew,
and effects
of harsh cleaners.

MRSA.

• Effective against COVID-19

A TRUTH AS BASIC AS THE AIR YOU BREATHE
MR

Prevents stains from
setting into surfaces
for easier cleaning.
The only system
available that actively
pulls microbes from
the air and eliminates
them on contact,
improving overall
air quality.
The only system
available that can
truly disinfect
fabrics, carpeting,
and upholstery.
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IT’S A FACT.
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INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATIONS OF
MICROBE FREE SOLUTIONS® TECHNOLOGY:
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Developed by
Dow Corning
Technology.
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EPA Est. # 090638-OR-001
EPA Reg. # 87583-5-90638
EPA Reg. # 82972-1-90639
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Gone are the days when the worst thing you could pick up in a locker room was a bad case
of athlete’s foot. Today, the media is filled with horror stories about players and staff acquiring
debilitating strains of antibiotic-resistant Staph infections- most notably, MRSA- that can result
in season-ending recoveries, amputation and even death.
This mutant pathogen is commonly transmitted from one athlete to another through
the physical contact of sports. Alarmingly, however, recent studies- like the one conducted
by Dr. Rishi Desai of the Children’s Hospital Los Angeles- demonstrate that bacteria such
as MRSA can exist on the surfaces of equipment, in workout rooms and in shower facilities
for more than two months. The data further shows that physical contact for as little as three
seconds is all it takes to transmit MRSA to the skin.
Keeping a clean facility is a good start, but by no means a solution.
Even freshly disinfected surfaces are subject to recontamination almost instantly,
rendering them “clean” on a temporary basis, at best. Also, to be effective at killing germs,
most cleaners rely on poisonous chemicals- which themselves can contaminate with noxious
fumes or by leaching into the surrounding environment. Worse, those germs not killed by the
cleaning agents can develop future resistance to the same poison, making them even tougher
to kill the next time. This is how so-called “super bugs” are created. There has simply never
been a viable answer to these problems- until now.
Microbe Free Solutions® approaches these problems from a fresh perspective.
Our technology dramatically and significantly reduced the bacterial levels on surfaces
and in the air. Using our unique Microbe Free Solutions® system, we eliminate germs
mechanically, not chemically. Bonding to the treated surfaces, our system forms an interlocking
grid of microscopic spikes- an active bio-barrier that inhibits the growth of microorganisms,
bacteria, fungi, including mold, mildew, and athlete’s foot. Our system actually draws microbes
out of the air and impales them on the network of spikes, improving air quality and cleanliness.
Even when evaluated under severe environmental conditions, the antimicrobial activity
of these modified surfaces provides substantive reduction of airborne microbial concentration.
The tiny spikes that make up our barrier contain a minute, positive electrical charge that bursts
the organism, like a pin popping a balloon. Since the action is mechanical instead of chemical,
no adaptive strains are created and the power of the coating does not diminish- it continues
guarding your surfaces from stains, odors and microoganisms 24/7, for months on end.
Our EPA-registered technology has been proven safe in over thirty years of field
applications. In addition to fighting germs on surfaces, our protective shield reduces airborne
contaminants, improving air quality and eliminating odors throughout your facility.
Standing guard around the clock, the Microbe Free Solutions® system acts as a safety net,
catching any bacteria that manage to slip past your standard cleaning practices.
Help protect your surfaces, ventilation systems and facilities from harmful microbes.
Rely on Microbe Free Solutions® products- your active defense against microbes.
ORGANIZATIONS WHO HAVE USED
MICROBE FREE SOLUTIONS® TECHNOLOGY:
Delta Airlines, Firestone Rubber Headquarters, The United States
Army, The Minnesota Vikings, The Washington Redskins, Nike, Ohio
State University James Cancer Research Center, Northwestern
University Hospital, Virginia Tech, Airbus, Jack in the Box Restaurants,
University of Minnesota Engineering Dept., Brillo, Dr. Scholl’s
Footwear, Miluakee Bucks, NetJets, Best Western Hotels, Nashville
Hospitals, and more.
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